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Introduction {#sec1}
============

The development of an effective HIV vaccine has presented an enormous challenge over the past 30 years, largely due to the immune evasion mechanisms of the envelope glycoprotein (Env), the sole target for antibody-mediated neutralization. Several regions of Env have now been characterized as epitopes for broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs), including the V2 apex, CD4 receptor binding site (CD4bs), N332 glycan supersite, gp120/gp41 interface, and the membrane proximal region (MPER) ([@bib10]). Each epitope is protected from the immune system to varying degrees by evasion mechanisms, including rapid evolution of variable loop sequences and length, glycan shielding, and steric barriers ([@bib10], [@bib27]). Recent efforts in HIV vaccine development have employed soluble, ectodomain trimers as immunogens in hopes of eliciting cross-clade bnAb responses. This approach has been successful in eliciting autologous neutralizing antibody responses in rabbits, guinea pigs, and non-human primates ([@bib13], [@bib16], [@bib20], [@bib29], [@bib36], [@bib39], [@bib45]). Alternative approaches, including epitope focusing and germline targeting, aim to enrich for particular and desirable B cell precursor pools that have been previously identified as producing bnAbs in infected humans. Such approaches are designed to guide the immune system toward breadth via rational boosting strategies ([@bib9], [@bib19], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib50]).

Understanding the co-evolution of the virus and immune response during human infection can provide valuable clues about how the immune system overcomes immune evasion barriers. These insights, in turn, can help guide immunogen design aimed at priming the immune system to preferentially elicit advantageous antibodies via a vaccine. Only a handful of such co-evolution studies have been completed to date, each offering valuable insights into evolution of naturally occurring bnAbs (reviewed in [@bib49]). These analyses thereby define the critical features for acquisition of neutralization breadth and can be used to design sequential immunization regimens that may recapitulate the infection model. We previously characterized the V2-apex PCT64 bnAb lineage from an elite neutralizer in the International AIDS Vaccine Initiative (IAVI) Protocol C (PC) cohort ([@bib30], [@bib31]). Acquisition of heterologous neutralization breadth in the PCT64 lineage coincided with concomitant changes in complementarity-determining region H2 (CDRH2) and CDRH3 and adaptation to viral escape mutations at V2 loop residues 166 and 169, as previously observed for the CAP256-VRC26 V2 apex bnAb lineage ([@bib15]). The relatively early emergence of the PCT64 lineage (∼7 months post-infection), with low levels of somatic hypermutation (10%--12%), a PGT145-like extended CDRH3 loop conformation of moderate length (25 amino acids \[aas\]), and the absence of detectable autoreactivity, makes this lineage an attractive target for epitope-targeted immunogen design ([@bib31]).

Structural characterization of Env-antibody complexes has provided some mechanistic details of co-evolution ([@bib8], [@bib21]) but has so far been limited to heterologous trimeric complexes or autologous monomeric gp120 subunits. In this study, we combined negative stain and cryoelectron microscopy (cryo-EM) single-particle approaches with X-ray crystallographic studies of early and late autologous Env-antibody complexes to decipher molecular details of the co-evolution of HIV Env and the immune system response over the course of several years of chronic infection. In addition to structural studies, mass spectrometric analysis of N-linked glycosylation was performed for membrane-bound and corresponding soluble SOSIP trimers, with notable differences observed in biosynthetic processing of N-linked glycans. Our data show that PCT64 antibodies target Env in a similar way to one of the most broad and potent bnAbs to date, PGT145/PGDM1400 ([@bib33], [@bib48], [@bib54], [@bib53]) but do so using a shorter CDRH3. The pathway of PCT64, however, evolves to a less broad and potent response than PGT145/PGDM1400. The structures of key time points in the PCT64 lineage can now be used as guides to promote responses that are more akin to the superior PGT145/PGM1400 phenotype.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Characterization of Multiple Autologous Complexes of Env and Antibody from a Single Donor {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Longitudinal full-length clade A Env clones (N = 98) covering 10 time points across 46 months post-infection were recently described ([@bib31]). In pursuit of a structural understanding of the co-evolution of virus and immune response within a single patient, we screened expression of 28 Env constructs spanning from early to late time points ([Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). From our initial screening, a full-length Env clone no. 43 (PC64M18C043) that was isolated from the 18 months post-infection sample (from here on referred to as late Env) showed the highest expression levels in HEK293F cells, as well as a native antigenic profile ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This Env clone was subsequently scaled up and purified from the cell surface via PGT151 affinity capture ([@bib7], [@bib32]). Notably, PGT151 completely and potently neutralized late Env pseudovirus at 50% inhibitory concentration (IC~50~) of 0.0013 μg/mL and did not exhibit any neutralization plateau ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D), suggesting that our approach extracted all functional, native Env from the membrane. From this construct, we obtained a particularly stable complex that resulted in a 3.1 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of full-length late Env bound to PGT151 that enabled us to build and refine an atomic model ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 1B; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Our late full-length (FL) structure was remarkably similar to the clade B JR-FLΔCT-PGT151 structure (Cα RMSD = 1.58 Å; PDB ID: [5FUU](pdb:5FUU){#intref0010}) and to soluble SOSIP structures from other subtypes. Like JR-FLΔCT-PGT151, only the ectodomain, excluding the membrane proximal external region (MPER), was well resolved ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Thus, the presence of the cytoplasmic C-terminal tail (CT) does not appear to influence the conformational stability of the MPER and transmembrane domain (TM), at least not in the detergent micelle milieu. Similar to previous structural studies of Env, the majority of the unliganded glycans could only be resolved between one to three sugar moieties, indicative of a high degree of conformational flexibility in the glycan shield. The same Env clone was solved as a SOSIP.664 trimer (late SOSIP) in complex with PGT151 to 4.9 Å resolution for direct comparison with the FL structure. Similar to FL Env, PGT151 bound to SOSIP trimers with a stoichiometry of two per trimer and induced a subtle conformational change that resulted in opening of one of the protomer interfaces. The only observed difference between the FL and SOSIP complexes was a subtle difference in PGT151 orientation ([Video S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Cryo-EM Structures of PC64 Env and Autologous Antibody Complexes and X-Ray Structures of PCT64 Fabs(A) Cryo-EM map of the late FL ectodomain with PGT151 bound at ∼3.1 Å resolution.(B) Corresponding atomic structure (gp41 red, gp120 dark gray, PGT151 Fab blue, and glycans depicted as green sticks).(C) 6.8 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of autologous complex of late FL with late Fab and PGT151.(D) 5.1 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of autologous complex of early SOSIP with early Fab.(E) 5.5 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of an autologous complex of early SOSIP with late Fab.(F) Heavy chain structures of LMCA (CDRL3~SAR~) Fab (orange), early Fab (purple), and late Fab (blue).(G--I) Close up of the apical residues of the CDRH3 loop for (G) LMCA (CDRL3~SAR~), (H) early, and (I) late Fabs (experimental 2Fo-Fc electron density map shown as a gray mesh \[σ = 1.0\]).

Video S1. The Effect of PGT151 Fab on Quaternary Structure of Late SOSIP versus Late FL, Related to Figure 1Both cryo-EM models were aligned to high resolution reconstruction of the Late ectodomain. At ∼6Å resolution a slight change in the orientation of PGT151 Fab was observed.

Guided by neutralization data of autologous antibodies ([@bib31]), we selected a late time point PCT64 Ab to make an autologous complex matching our late Env with a late antibody. This antibody was isolated from the month 35 sample, PCT64-35S (late Fab), and neutralized late M18 virus at an IC~50~ of 9 μg/mL. Despite the relatively poor neutralization, we obtained a stable complex that resulted in a cryo-EM reconstruction of a late FL-late Fab complex bound to PGT151 at 6.8 Å resolution ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Notably, the presence of PGT151 did not impact binding of the autologous antibody, confirming that PGT151 does not alter the structure of the apex. The high-resolution structure of the late FL-PGT151 Fab complex described above could be readily docked into the late Fab bound complex, as could a 2.4-Å-resolution crystal structure of late Fab ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F, 1I, and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), enabling a pseudo-atomic interpretation of the epitope-paratope interactions discussed below. Despite several efforts, we did not observe binding ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), nor could we form a complex of the late SOSIP and late Fab, which is somewhat paradoxical as the late FL clone bound the Fab and the associated virus was neutralized by the antibody ([@bib31]). We note that apex-targeting bnAbs required a well-formed trimer to bind, and the instability of the late SOSIP observed in our negative stain electron microscopy (NS-EM) analysis could therefore explain the poor binding properties ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). This instability manifested as mainly open trimers dissociating into monomers and dimers during our attempts to prepare late SOSIP complexes. Additionally, as discussed below, differences in the site-specific glycosylation between the two constructs could also influence binding.

To complement these late Env structures and achieve a longitudinal comparison, we also obtained cryo-EM reconstructions of an early Env, PC64M4C054, expressed as a SOSIP.664 trimer (early SOSIP) in complex with both an antibody isolated from month 13, PCT64-13C (early Fab), and the late Fab at 5.1 Å and 5.5 Å resolution, respectively ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, 1E, and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The early Fab was the closest relative to the least mutated common ancestor (LMCA) among the PCT64 monoclonal antibodies and neutralized early M4 virus at an IC~50~ of 0.0229 μg/mL ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). We solved crystal structures of both the early and late Fabs at 1.6 Å and 2.4 Å, respectively ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F, 1H, 1I, and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additionally, we solved the 2.7 Å resolution structure of a variant of the LMCA, LMCA (CDRL3~SAR~), where CDRL3 is mutated from the wild-type ^91^YGS^93^ to ^91^SAR^93^ ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F, 1G, and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These mutations were earlier shown to be critical for acquisition of autologous neutralization by the 13C antibody ([@bib31]). Finally, we obtained a negative stain reconstruction of an early FL-early Fab complex; however, low expression levels of the early FL precluded high-resolution cryo-EM studies ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Our 3.1 Å resolution model and Fab structures could be docked in the cryo-EM complexes, allowing pseudo-atomic interpretations of the epitope-paratope interactions.

Rigidification of CDRH3 during Co-evolution {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

The crystal structures of the early and late Fabs both contain a CDRH3 loop that adopts an extended β-hairpin conformation with similar conservation of negatively charged residues, which corresponds with the previously solved X-ray structure of PCT64-35B, also isolated from month 35 ([@bib31]; PDB [5FEH](pdb:5FEH){#intref0015}; [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The PCT64-35B crystal structure did not contain electron density for a sulfated tyrosine in CDRH3; however, mass spectrometry data suggested the presence of a sulfated residue ([@bib31]). Here, a sulfotyrosine was observed at position 100F of the late Fab CDRH3 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I). Whereas it is difficult to directly compare the Fab structure with that of PGT145 due to the difference in the CDRH3 angle, alignment of the CDRH3 hairpin alone demonstrates that the sulfated tyrosine at 100F in the late Fab overlaps with the sulfate at Tyr100I of the PGT145 Fab ([@bib37]; [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Consistent with computational predictions that sulfotyrosines are common in earlier antibodies from this lineage, we observe a sulfated tyrosine at position 100I of the early Fab CDRH3 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H; [@bib31]). Due to the disordered residues at the tip of the CDRH3 of the early Fab, we were unable to confirm whether any of the other tyrosines in the region are sulfated. Electrospray ionization (ESI)-mass spectrometry (MS) analysis, however, indicates a heavy chain molecular weight ∼160 Da above the predicted mass, suggesting the presence of an additional sulfate in the Fab.

The overall structure of the late Fab was similar to the early Fab, apart from CDRH3, which at the early time point adopts a β-hairpin at the base but is "splayed" at the tip, resulting in a very different paratope ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F and 1I). In cryo-EM maps of both the early SOSIP and late FL in complex with the late Fab, CDRH3 was sufficiently resolved to allow manual docking of the loop ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [Video S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Whereas crystal packing interactions may influence the CDRH3 conformation ([@bib34]), we concluded that the splayed conformation of the PCT64-13C was the likely conformation of the unliganded antibody based on two observations: the early Fab contains a Gly100D "hinge" that could allow for splaying, and this conformation is observed in the cryo-EM complex of early SOSIP-early Fab ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Gly100D is mutated to aspartic acid by the next time point of sampling (month 18) and is, therefore, most likely one of the contributing mutations toward deeper penetration of the CDRH3 tip into the trimer apex.Figure 2Env Contacts and Binding Angles of Early and Late Antibodies(A) Cross-sections (dotted lines in B) of trimer three-fold axis. Fab densities are highlighted in red. Early and late Fabs have a conserved contact with Arg166 in protomer 2 (upper row). Late Fab contacts Arg166 in protomer 3 and Pro124 in protomer 2 of Env at ∼5 Å deeper into the trimer apex (lower row).(B) Early SOSIP with early Fab (gray), superimposed with late Fab bound to early SOSIP (purple), to early SOSIP N130A (green), and to late FL and PGT151 (blue) showing an ∼20° shift in angle of approach. Fab crystal structures are docked into cryo-EM density maps (ribbon).

Video S2. Rigidification of CDRH3 and Maturation of the Antibody Approach Angle, Related to Figure 2Rigidification of CDRH3 is shown by morphing the morph between Early SOSIP complexed with either Early or Late Fab. The corresponding crystal structure with the CDRH3 loop fitted in the cryo-EM reconstruction is simultaneously morphed showing the deeper reach of the later antibody. Concomitantly with this, the angle matures to ∼20° steeper.

The progressive rigidification of the CDRH3 is further illustrated by the crystal structure of the LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~. Here, the entire CDRH3 lacks secondary structure, indicating an even more plastic structure than the early Fab ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because of the steric barrier comprised of apex glycans, it is unlikely that the LMCA binds with CDRH3 in the collapsed conformation that is observed in the crystal structure. Rather, it is likely that there is induced fit where CDRH3 adopts a more extended conformation upon binding that enables the acidic residues of CDRH3 to interact with the positively charged apex.

Both early and late Fabs make contacts with Arg166 in V2 of gp120 in the cryo-EM maps, but all complexes with the late Fab have an additional contacting density further down the three-fold axis, emanating from the tip of CDRH3 toward the highly conserved Pro124 and Arg166 of the third protomer ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A; [Video S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This contact is suggestive of an increasing dependency on Arg166 engagement in later time points and in agreement with earlier observations of the critical importance of mutations at this position for viral escape ([@bib31]). Exact residues of the CDRH3 contacting gp120 could not be definitively determined because CDRH3 loops of early and late Fab crystal structures required manual fitting into moderate-resolution cryo-EM maps, also indicating that the CDRH3 beta-hairpin may undergo a subtle induced fit upon binding to Env.

Antibody Maturation Is Accompanied by Steepening of the Angle of Approach {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In all our reconstructions of the early Env-early Fab complex, the Fab angle of approach differs from complexes with the late Fab ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Video S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The early Env-early Fab complex was previously characterized by low-resolution cryo-EM and negative stain analysis ([@bib31]). Here, our improved cryo-EM reconstruction of the early SOSIP-early Fab and a direct comparison to early SOSIP-late Fab confirmed the ∼20° steeper binding angle of the late antibody. Strong density emanating from the bound late Fab CDRH3 tip ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A) differs from BG505 SOSIP bound to PGT145, where Tyr100I is observed in the middle of the three-fold axis ([@bib33]). No effect on the relative protomer positions was observed when comparing the early SOSIP and late FL clones bound to late Fab. However, the N130 glycan appeared to be in direct contact with the early Fab ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). When the early SOSIP was complexed with the late Fab, we could not observe the N130 contact and the binding angle was identical to late FL complexed with the late Fab. The significance of N130 for the antibody binding angle was assessed further by negative stain EM analysis of early N130A SOSIP-early Fab and by early SOSIP-PCT64-13F, a close relative of early Fab but lacking the CDRL3 SAR motif. In both complexes the Fab bound at an angle identical to early SOSIP-early Fab, confirming that the shallower angle was a property of early Fab and that N130 alone does not define the angle ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 3Distribution of Apex Glycans in the Epitopes of Early and Late Env ComplexesFab crystal structures (black ribbons) and 3.1 Å resolution model of late FL (white ribbons) were docked into cryo-EM maps of autologous complexes and used to estimate the densities attributable to glycans. V1 and V2 loops are highlighted in dark gray. The first 2 or 3 sugars of each glycan are indicated (colored sticks) to define the starting position for each glycan. In overlaid maps, estimated glycan densities are colored blue (N156), green (N130), or orange (N160). Presence or absence of glycan density in each complex is indicated by (+) or (−) in the insets. For clarity, maps were low-pass filtered to 7 Å to match the resolution of early N130A SOSIP-late Fab complex. Glycan N130 shifts out of the binding pocket on the early SOSIP when bound to late Fab versus early Fab.

The Changing Role of Apex Glycans during Co-evolution {#sec2.4}
-----------------------------------------------------

The high-resolution reconstruction of late FL was sufficient to delineate the positions of glycans with atomic detail ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). The apical glycans N130, N156, and N160 are within the epitope for the autologous Fabs, with N160 acting as the main glycan contact ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [Video S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In protomer 1, the glycan at N156 provides an additional contact, which is a feature not seen with PGT145. In protomers 2 and 3, the glycan at N130 was part of the antibody-contacting glycan canopy, sandwiched between N160 and N156. N130 reaches higher up on the Fab surface compared to other glycans in the canopy, binding to the SAR motif of CDRL3 at the base of CDRH3 ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This contacting density was absent in all complexes with late Fab ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To confirm the position of N130 in the SOSIP complex and to further study the effect of this glycan, we generated a knockout mutant of early SOSIP (referred as early N130A SOSIP) and solved an 8.2 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of the early N130A SOSIP-late Fab. The missing N130 did not affect the positions of the other glycans in the late Fab liganded interface, except in protomer 3, where the flexible V1 loop was positioned closer to the Fab ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Video S3. Apex Glycans in Late FL Participating in Binding of the Late Fab, Related to Figure 3

To confirm the role of N130 and to further investigate its importance in co-evolution, we performed neutralization assays on a series of N130 and the adjacent N133 glycan knockout mutants ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Early mAb exhibited ∼400× greater neutralization (decreased IC~50~) of early M4 virus and ∼100× for late mAb when the N130 glycan was removed. However, late mAb neutralization of late M18 virus was unaffected by the N130-glycan knockout. N133 deletion mutants showed only minor changes in neutralization susceptibility, whereas double mutants reached neutralization levels similar to N130 mutants, confirming that of these two adjacent glycans, neutralization efficiency is mainly dependent on N130. The LMCA behaved similarly to the early mAb on early M4 virus neutralization in response to N130-glycan knockout, suggesting that N130 participated in the early PC64 Env glycan shielding against the apex-targeting immune response.

The Role of Co-evolution of Surface Charges on Both Binding and Viral Escape {#sec2.5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further investigate the potential N130 glycan binding pocket in the early Fab, electrostatic charge potentials were mapped onto the surfaces of the Fabs, revealing a shift from positive to negative charge near the apparent binding pocket for the glycan ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In the early Fab, the positive charge is mainly contributed by Arg93 of CDRL3 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, patch a). Ala92 and Arg93 are replaced by Glu92 and Thr93 in the late Fab, creating a negatively charged patch ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, patch a). In addition, the nearby Asn31 of CDRL1 is mutated to glutamic acid, adding to local negative charge on the surface of the late Fab. By docking the early and late Fabs into our 3.1 Å resolution unliganded model and mapping the antibody charges onto the maps of our autologous complexes, we estimated which surfaces would be contacted by the epitope-forming glycans ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). The core mannose residues of N156 would clash with the early Fab in protomer 1, whereas the glycan is shifted in the complex to accommodate the shallower binding angle ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). In the same protomer, N130 is in direct contact with the antibody (patch a in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Complex glycans on gp120 are predominantly terminally sialylated with α2,6-linked sialic acids ([@bib42]). In the late Fab, sialic acids of the complex-type N130 glycan would create electrostatically unfavorable interactions with the negatively charged surface of the Fab. This is consistent with the missing N130 glycan contact in the late FL complex cryo-EM map ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Interestingly, the comparison of early and late Fabs revealed evidence of a shift in the N130 contact from CDRL3 to CDRH2 (patches a and c in [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D), suggesting glycan accommodation. The N156 glycan contact was evident in protomer 1 of all complexes contacting mainly conserved residues D73, S74, and K75 (patch d in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and, in the absence of strong N130 contact density, CDRH2 (patch c in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). A recent study ([@bib3]) suggested that recognition of the sialic acids of the glycan affects antibody maturation and somatically mutated residues were mapped to the same region in CDRH2 that we found to participate in the glycan interaction evolution.Figure 4Key Regions Contributing to PCT64 Antibody Surface Charge Switch and Associated Interaction of N130 and N156 at Early and Late Time Point Complexes(A and B) Electrostatic surface potentials of early Fab (A) and late Fab (B) crystal structures. Patches contributing to the surface charge switch and glycan interactions are indicated.(C and D) Glycan positions (green sticks) are shown on the 3.1 Å resolution late FL structure (black ribbon) and used as a model for identifying glycan positions in the autologous complex densities (highlighted on overlaid cryo-EM maps).(C) Early Fab comparison of glycan positioning. (Left) Early Fab is docked into the late FL structure; the angle of approach of the early Fab would create a clash (yellow star) with glycan N156. (Right) Antibody charge patches mapped onto the early SOSIP-early Fab complex map shows N156 contacting patches c and d and N130 contacting patch a.(D) Late Fab comparison of the glycan positions. (Top left) Late Fab docked into the late FL structure is shown, revealing the potential to accommodate N156. Negative charges are now introduced around the N130 binding pocket (patches a and b). (Top right) In early SOSIP-late Fab complex, N130 contacts patch c. (Lower left) Late FL-late Fab lacking the N130 density similarly to early SOSIP N130A-late Fab complex.

We previously showed that a gradual reduction of positive charge in the V2 loop over the course of infection, particularly at residues 166, 167, and 169, was crucial for virus escape ([@bib31]). The late Env used in our structural studies still contains a net positive charge in V2, representing an intermediate along the path to escape. To examine how this evolving V2 charge manifests itself in the fully folded Env structure, we calculated electrostatic surface potentials for our 3.1 Å resolution late FL structure and for a homology model of the early Env ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Residues in the C-strand of the V2 loop identified as crucial for viral escape form a positively charged ring around the apex cavity. When the PC64 Fab structures were positioned in the cryo-EM maps, the splayed CDRH3 topology of the early antibody would create a larger interacting surface compared to the later time point antibody. Reduction of the superficial positive charge at the apex may in turn drive the antibody to rigidify the CDRH3 tip into a rigid, more extended beta-hairpin that can penetrate deeper into the trimer apex, where it can contact the more conserved positively charged residues ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). Eventually, the V2 C-strand becomes neutral and abrogates the electrostatic attraction between CDRH3 and the apex, thereby likely contributing to viral escape.Figure 5Changes in the PC64 Env Electrostatic Surface Potential between Months 4 and 18(A) Electrostatic surface potentials shown for top views of the early (homology model) and late (3.1 Å resolution) Env. V2 C-strand sequences are indicated in the inset and highlighted on the apex surface. N168D and R169I contribute to reducing surface charge.(B) Side views of the same surfaces with early Fab and late Fab cryo-EM maps demonstrating the ∼5 Å deeper penetration of the late Fab CDRH3 and of the contact from the negatively charged CDRH3 loop to the positively charged V2 apex in both early and late antibodies.

Full-Length Env Glycan Shield Processing Is More Uniform Than in SOSIP {#sec2.6}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed a global site-specific mass spectrometry analysis to assess the glycosylation status of all potential N-linked glycosylation sites (PNGS) for both FL and SOSIP constructs ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The method provides a semiquantitative assessment of the proportion of the glycosite that contains no glycan, a minimally processed high mannose or hybrid type glycan, or substantially processed complex type glycan. These data revealed several interesting differences in the glycosylation pattern between the soluble and membrane-bound form. In late FL, all glycans except for N133 were \>75% either high mannose or complex type glycosylation, indicating a high degree of homogeneity in glycan type at each PNGS. In the late SOSIP version, N130, N133, N141, N187, N197, N234, N301, N409, N616, and N637 were all 25% or more mixed high mannose and complex type or not fully occupied by glycan. Early SOSIP showed a similar level of glycan processing heterogeneity as the late SOSIP, with an additional glycan at N241. Overall, both SOSIP constructs showed similar pattern of glycosite processing. The most significant difference between the early and late SOSIPs was decreased glycosylation at N130 and N133.Figure 6Global Site-Specific N-Glycosylation Analysis of Early SOSIP, Late SOSIP, and Late Full-Length Env(A) N-glycan analysis on various PC64 Env constructs. Proportions of unoccupied sites and sites occupied by either high mannose or complex glycans are shown. Stars above bars indicate glycans that were undetectable in cryo-EM maps due to structural flexibility.(B) Mapping of glycosylation differences between SOSIP and FL Env on the surface of corresponding cryo-EM density maps with two PGT151 Fabs bound per trimer.

In contrast, relative to the late SOSIP, the late FL exhibited a higher degree of processing to complex glycans (e.g., at 130, 186b, 187, 197, 301, 409, and 637; [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). When we grouped glycans based on their location to apex, core, V3/V4/V5, and base to further assess which regions are most affected by the construct type, we saw that the apex and the variable loops are most affected by the construct type (SOSIP versus FL; [Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of particular interest, the apex glycans of the late FL trimer had 70% complex type glycans compared to ∼43% in both early and late SOSIP soluble versions. V3, V4, and V5 loop glycans had 81% complex type in the FL clone compared to 55% complex glycan types in the corresponding regions of SOSIP. Of all the glycosites of the late FL, 72% were occupied by complex glycans, 26% by high mannose glycans, and only 2% of the total was unoccupied. In SOSIP, the respective proportions were 52%, 42%, and 6%. Given that bnAb epitopes, including the PCT64 apex-targeting ones studied here, have significant contacts with glycan residues, often times on variable loops, our analysis of the binding of N130 suggests the potential for favorable interactions with negatively charged sialic acids. This suggests that the antigenicity differences observed could reflect differences in glycan processing in SOSIP and FL clones, e.g., for PC64 at N130. Such differences could also account for our inability to observe binding of early SOSIP to late Fab.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Soluble SOSIP Env trimers offer a highly attractive platform for immunogen design and vaccine development ([@bib43]). Here, we set out to compare wild-type, FL Env with corresponding soluble SOSIP immunogens and investigate the co-evolutionary mechanisms between Env and an apex-targeting antibody lineage to help guide immunogen design. Consistent with previous observations, the SOSIP trimer structure is an accurate mimic of the native, FL trimer. Whereas SOSIP trimer glycosylation patterns are overall similar, we observed site-specific glycosylation differences between soluble immunogens and native, membrane-embedded Env. These differences may be an important consideration for epitope-focused vaccine approaches. Differences in glycosylation of soluble SOSIP constructs have also been observed in earlier mass spectrometric studies, and the enzymatic glycosylation processing in the ER and Golgi can differentially impact soluble and transmembrane proteins ([@bib6], [@bib11], [@bib23]). Although, as discussed below, if the apex antibody response can be focused on N160 glycans alone, this may not be a problem, as N160 is consistently high mannose in both SOSIP and FL Env.

In the PCT64 lineage, we observe an ∼20° change in the binding angle and concomitant rigidification of CDRH3 during the course of antibody evolution. The early precursors of PCT64, therefore, likely utilize a loosely ordered, negatively charged CDRH3 to bind the positively charged Env apex. Thus, the early angle of approach is not fixed but becomes more vertical with respect to the Env trimer three-fold axis and then becomes fixed during somatic hypermutation and evolution against Env during infection. Evolution of the binding angle appears to occur simultaneously with deeper penetration of CDRH3 into the Env apex and modulation of the antibody surface charge to accommodate the glycan shield. Additional structural analysis of intermediate complexes, e.g., at time points 12 and 24 months post-infection, in combination with mutagenesis studies will be necessary to fully understand the roles of Ab and Env mutations in the divergence points of antibody evolution and acquisition of breadth.

Whereas the best PCT64 monoclonal antibody isolated has several attractive properties, it only has limited breadth, peaking at 29% neutralization efficiency against a cross-clade panel at 35 months post-infection, and the autologous virus escapes by month 18 ([@bib31]). Thus, the co-evolution that occurred in donor PC64 may have led this antibody lineage ultimately down a path that limited its breadth and potency ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The shallower approach angle in the early antibody becomes steeper over time but ultimately is fixed at an angle that makes the antibody susceptible to changes in V1 and V2 length and glycosylation. PGT145, on the other hand, has a more vertical angle of approach around the trimer 3-fold axis that enables it to avoid V1 and V2, contacting mainly the conserved N160 glycans, resulting in the broadest and most potent class of apex bnAbs. Whereas PGT145 family of bnAbs are not the most desirable targets due to the extra-long CDRH3 (33 aas) that requires a rare insertion ([@bib54]), the PCT64 lineage represents a potential path to the same class with a shorter CDRH3 (25 aas).Figure 7Co-evolution Mechanisms of the PC64 Virus and Immune System and Lessons for Immunogen DesignThe founder PC64 virus has a strong electropositive charge at the Env three-fold axis. (1) PCT64 antibody precursor with anionic CDRH3 targets the apex and initiates (2) the lineage maturation. Interplay between the virus and immune response results in a gradual decrease of the positive charge of the V2 apex plus changes in the glycan composition of Env and (3) the antibody evolving a steeper angle of approach, rigid CDRH3 allowing deeper penetration into the three-fold axis, and modulation of the charge of the surface contacting the glycan canopy. These changes lead to high potency against autologous virus but no breadth against heterologous viruses. (4) Further maturation leads to modest breadth and potency. At later stages of infection, these changes limit the antibody lineage evolution while the apex charge becomes neutral, leading to virus escape. PC64 embodies several of the properties of the (5) broad and potent PGT145 bnAb lineage but does differentiate down a path that prevents further productive maturation. A potential path of PC64 response may be diverted toward PGT145-like response by altering V1 and V2 loop lengths and by adding or removing apex glycans.

Current methods in rational, structure-based vaccine design are centered on recapitulating known bnAb lineages to ultimately elicit a known bnAb family from chronic infection. It has been elegantly shown that such an approach may be possible for the VRC01 class of antibodies that target the CD4 binding site ([@bib25], [@bib26]) as well as the PGT121 class of antibodies that target the N332 supersite ([@bib19], [@bib50]). These approaches are predicated on a fixed angle of approach from germline and subsequent somatic hypermutation (SHM) to improve affinity and navigate through the surrounding glycans. Germline-targeting immunogens and rational boosts intended to recapitulate the infection model have therefore been derived via a combination of rational design and mammalian display using the known bnAbs. Thus, the immunogens are not surprisingly biased toward the bnAbs used in the "training" process. Here, we propose a somewhat different approach, one that is Env focused, rather than targeting interaction with specific bnAbs or a particular maturation pathway. Our data suggest that, for apex-directed responses, it is desirable to stimulate germline Abs and/or early intermediates with long, flexible, and anionic CDRH3 that can bind around the three-fold axis at the apex using a germline-targeting immunogen. It is presumably desirable to enrich as many germline B cell precursors that have this property in an epitope-focused manner rather than a germline-specific manner. PCT64, as we describe above, is one such germline that we think has great potential despite not achieving high breadth in the PC64 donor ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), but we also hypothesize there will be other germline precursors. Boosting immunogens could then be designed to influence the angle of approach using strategies similar to those seen in PCT64 lineage, which we consider a pluripotent intermediate before CDRH3 stabilization. CDRH3 may be accomplished by adding glycans to the apex that prevent the non-vertical binding angle relative to the apex exhibited by PG9/16, CAP256, or PCT64. The ability to approach Env at a near vertical angle and target only the highly conserved oligomannose N160 glycans in both FL and SOSIP Env and the underlying cationic trimer apex is a hallmark of breadth and potency in PGT145/PGDM1400. The PCT64 lineage achieves the latter, but not the former, as its angle of approach makes it susceptible to V1 and V2 loop length and nearby glycans. Hence, we propose that we should not attempt to reverse engineer the mature PCT64 lineage but rather divert the PCT64 lineage early on to obtain increased breadth and potency. A boosting immunogen that contains a long and stable V1 and particularly V2 may drive this outcome by selecting only CDRH3 variants that adopt an appropriate conformation such that the antibody approaches at an angle orthogonal to the apex. This type of approach attempts to induce apex epitope-focused bnAbs with the correct properties but without attempting to select for specific mutations.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Full-Length Env Expression and Purification {#sec4.1}
-------------------------------------------

Details of the expression screening are in [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"} and in [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Large-scale expression and purification was performed as follows: unmodified Env sequences of PC64 lineage clones were inserted into pcDNA3.1. 8 L of HEK293F cells were transfected with 250 μg of Env DNA per liter of cells and co-transfected with 62.5 μg furin DNA per liter. Cells were transfected at ∼1.8 million cells/mL and harvested 3 days after transfection. FL Env was purified following methods previously described by [@bib7] and [@bib32] with slight modifications. Briefly, PGT151 with a tobacco etch virus (TEV) cleavage site inserted between the Fab and Fc regions was added at 100 μg/mL of PBS washed and resuspended intact cells. 0.5 mL Protein A slurry was used per liter of cells. All buffers were as in [@bib32], except that L-cysteine was omitted from wash buffer 3.

SOSIP Expression and Purification {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------

SOSIP versions of PC64 Env were expressed and purified as described previously ([@bib44]). Following 6-day transient expression in HEK293F cells, trimers were extracted and purified using lectin affinity chromatography or 2G12 antibody-based affinity chromatography followed by size-exclusion chromatography.

Fab Expression and Purification {#sec4.3}
-------------------------------

The Fab fragments of LMCA-CDRL3~SAR,~ PCT64-13C (early Fab), and PCT64-35S (late Fab) were expressed in FreeStyle 293F cells (Invitrogen), with a heavy chain:light chain ratio of 2:1 and co-transfection with protein-tyrosine sulfotransferase 1 (TPST1) to enhance tyrosine sulfation. Fab fragments were subsequently purified by affinity chromatography (anti-human kappa) and cation exchange chromatography (Mono S 10/100 GL). Purified fractions were analyzed by gel electrophoresis and exchanged into 20 mM sodium acetate (pH 5.6; LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~) and 20 mM Tris and 150 mM NaCl (pH 7.4; early and late Fab), respectively. The proteins were subjected to crystallization trials with the IAVI/JCSG/TSRI CrystalMation robotic system (Rigaku) at either 20°C (LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~) or both 4°C and 20°C (early and late Fab).

Fab Crystallization, Data Collection, Structure Determination, and Refinement {#sec4.4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Crystals of late Fab at 8 mg/mL were obtained at 20°C from a condition containing 0.17 M sodium acetate, 0.085 M Tris (pH 8.5), 15% (v/v) glycerol and 25.5% (w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000. Early Fab at 6.7 mg/mL crystallized in 10% (v/v) 2-propanol, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1 M HEPES (pH 7.5), and 20% PEG 2000 (w/v). LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~ crystallized at 11.9 mg/mL in 0.1 M Tris (pH 8), 1 M LiCl, and 10% PEG 6000. Crystals were cryo-cooled by immediate plunging into liquid nitrogen, with the LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~ crystal cryo-protected in 70% well solution and 30% glycerol. Data for early and late Fabs were collected at the APS GM/CA Structural Biology facility on a Pilatus3 6M detector at beamline ID-D23. Data for the LMCA-CDRL3~SAR~ were collected at the SSRL 12-2 beamline, on a Dectris Pilatus3 6M detector. Data were processed using HKL-2000 ([@bib38]). Molecular replacement was carried out using Phaser ([@bib35]), with a loop-truncated version of PDB ID: [5FEH](pdb:5FEH){#intref0020} (PCT64-35B), divided into variable and constant regions, as the initial search model. Model building and refinement were conducted in COOT ([@bib17]) and PHENIX ([@bib2]), respectively. PyMOL was used for the rendering of images ([@bib47]), and the structures were validated with MolProbity ([@bib12]).

EM Sample Preparation {#sec4.5}
---------------------

For the late FL sample, 5 μL of Env at 7 mg/mL was mixed with or without 2.8 μL of the MPER-targeting Fab DH511 at 8.5 mg/mL, 1 μL of 1 mM lipid mix (1:1 dioleoyl-phosphocholine \[DOPC\]:cholesterol hemissucinate \[CHS\]), and 2.2 μL of gel filtration buffer in a total reaction volume of 8.2 μL or 11 μL. Detergent was removed at 4°C by four consecutive additions of 3--5 biobeads (Bio-Rad) at 1-hr intervals. After the last incubation, 1 μL of 0.01% (w/v) A8-35 amphiphol was mixed with 3 μL of sample and frozen on plasma cleaned 2/2 C-Flat Holey Carbon grids (Protochips) using the Vitrobot mark IV set to 6 s blot time, blot force 0, and 10 s wait time. Neither the MPER-targeting antibody nor the lipid mixture showed an effect on the structure of the Env TM or CT part of the complex. The highest resolution reconstruction was obtained from an MPER Fab-containing sample, but due to poor Fab occupancy and heterogeneity, MPER, TM, and CT regions were masked out during reconstruction to improve the resolution of the ectodomain. Late FL-late Fab was prepared as follows: 175 μg of Env was mixed with 150 μg of late Fab and incubated overnight at 4°C followed by size exclusion chromatography for a final complex concentration (0.9 mg/mL). Samples were diluted 1:10 in TBS and then 3 μL were frozen on 1.2/1.3 μm hole size Quantifoil grids overlaid with a thin carbon film that was deposited manually on the grid. 3 μL of diluted sample was used per grid, blotted off, and plunge frozen using a manual plunger. All SOSIP cryo-EM samples were complexed prior to size exclusion purification with a 1:3 Env:Fab molar ratio for the apex-targeting Fabs or 1:6 for PGT151 Fab. The purified final sample was concentrated to 5 or 6 mg/mL. 3 μL of sample were mixed with 1 μL of 1.8 mM dodecyl maltoside (DDM) and frozen on 2/2 C-Flat grids using the Vitrobot mark IV (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with 5 or 6 s blot time, blot force 0, and wait time of 10 s. Negative stain samples were prepared as follows: 3 μL of purified trimer was applied to plasma-cleaned 400 mesh Cu grids (Ted Pella) at ∼0.04 mg/mL, blotted off, and followed by two rounds of staining with 3 μL 2% (w/v) uranyl formate.

EM Data Collection {#sec4.6}
------------------

A summary of imaging conditions is presented in [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Late FL, early SOSIP with early or late Fab, early N130A SOSIP with late Fab, and late SOSIP with PGT151 Fab were imaged using a Titan Krios (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operating at 300 keV equipped with a K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan). Late FL with late Fab was imaged using a Talos Arctica (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operating at 200 keV and a K2 direct electron detector (Gatan). Negative stain data were collected with Tecnai Spirit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All data were collected using the Leginon automated image acquisition software ([@bib41]).

EM Data Processing {#sec4.7}
------------------

Details of the software and general workflow are presented in [Supplemental Information](#app3){ref-type="sec"}. In short, movie micrographs were aligned and dose weighted using MotionCor2 ([@bib57]), and contrast transfer functions (CTFs) were calculated for each micrograph using GCTF ([@bib56]). Particles were picked from aligned images using Relion template picking ([@bib46]) or DoGPicker ([@bib52]). After these pre-processing steps, all subsequent downstream single-particle operations were performed with gpu-accelerated Relion/2.0 ([@bib28]). Resolutions were estimated by Fourier shell correlation of independently refined half maps (Fourier shell correlation \[FSC\] = 0.143 for cryo; 0.5 for negative stain; [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Model Building and Figure Preparation {#sec4.8}
-------------------------------------

Model building for late FL in complex with PGT151 was initiated by preparing a homology model with SWISS-MODEL ([@bib4]) using JRFLΔCT (PDB ID: [5FUU](pdb:5FUU){#intref0025}) as a template. Separate gp120 and gp41 models were generated, fitted into the cryo-EM map, and combined as a trimeric complex with two copies of PGT151 Fabs using UCSF Chimera ([@bib40]). Initial refinement was done using Rosetta density-guided local refinement ([@bib14]). Glycans were added as idealized Man~9~ models and trimmed to match EM map densities. On the PGT151 Fab contacting interfaces where glycans were stabilized, N637, N616, N611, and N262 glycans were built based on the glycoforms present on JRFLΔCT (PDB ID: [5FUU](pdb:5FUU){#intref0030}). Final refinements were done iteratively with Phenix real-space refinement ([@bib1]) and manual building using COOT ([@bib17]). Model validation was performed using MolProbity ([@bib12]) and EMRinger ([@bib5]; [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Electrostatic potential of the surfaces was calculated and colored using the "calculate Coulombic surface" function in Chimera ([@bib40]). All figures were prepared using UCSF Chimera and ChimeraX ([@bib24], [@bib40]).

Global Site-Specific N-Glycosylation Analysis {#sec4.9}
---------------------------------------------

Envs were digested and deglycosylated as previously described ([@bib11]). Briefly, approximately 30 μg of Env was denatured with 8 M urea in 0.1 M ammonium acetate (pH 6), followed by DTT and iodoacetamide treatments to reduce and alkylate the protein. The resulting protein was divided into five aliquots for the proteolytic digestions, including triple digestion ([@bib22]), chymotrypsin, and the combination of trypsin and chymotrypsin. The protease enzymes were then denatured at 100°C for 5 min. Each of the samples generated from different proteolytic digestions was deglycosylated with Endo H, followed by PNGase F treatment. The samples were then analyzed on a Fusion Orbitrap tribrid mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). MS/MS spectra were searched against the European Bioinformatic Institute (IPI) *Bos taurus* protein database, including the sequences of HIV-1 Env trimers analyzed in this study using the Integrated Proteomics Pipeline Ver. 5.1.2 ([@bib18], [@bib51], [@bib55]). Each peak was smoothed and fitted to Gaussian distribution to calculate the relative abundance of peptide using peak area.

Data and Software Availability {#app1}
==============================

The accession numbers for the following structures reported in this paper are (PCT64-LMCA \[CDRL3~SAR~\]) PDB: [6CA9](pdb:6CA9){#intref0040}, (PCT64-13C \[early Fab\]) PDB: [6CA7](pdb:6CA7){#intref0045}, (PCT64-35S \[late Fab\]) PDB: [6CA6](pdb:6CA6){#intref0050}, and (PC64M18C043 FL \[late FL\] + PGT151 Fab) PDB: [6DCQ](pdb:6DCQ){#intref0055}. The accession numbers for the following EM density maps reported in this paper are (PC64M18C043 FL \[late FL\] + PGT151 Fab) EMDB: EMD-7858, (PC64M18C043 FL \[late FL\] + PGT151 Fab + PCT64-35S \[late Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7859, (PC64M18C043 SOSIP \[late SOSIP\] + PGT151 Fab) EMDB: EMD-7860, (PC64M4C054 SOSIP \[early SOSIP\] + PCT-13C Fab \[early Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7863, (PC64M4C054 SOSIP \[early SOSIP\] + PCT-35S Fab \[late Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7865, (PC64M4C054 N130A SOSIP \[early N130A SOSIP\] + PCT-35S Fab \[late Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7866, (PC64M4C054 \[early FL\] + PGT151 Fab + PCT-13C Fab \[early Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7861, (PC64M4C054 N130A SOSIP \[early N130A SOSIP\] + PCT-13C Fab \[early Fab\]) EMDB: EMD-7864, and (PC64M4C054 \[early SOSIP\] +PCT-13F Fab) EMDB: EMD-7862.
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